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Abstract
© 2015 American Chemical Society. The thermochemical properties available in the literature
for adenine and cytosine are in disarray. A new condensed phase standard (p° = 0.1 MPa) molar
enthalpy of formation at T = 298.15 K was measured by using combustion calorimetry. New
molar  enthalpies  of  sublimation  were  derived from the  temperature  dependence of  vapor
pressure measured by transpiration and by the quarz-crystal microbalance technique. The heat
capacities of crystalline adenine and cytosine were measured by temperature-modulated DSC.
Thermodynamic  data  on  adenine  and  cytosine  available  in  the  literature  were  collected,
evaluated, and combined with our experimental results. Thus, the evaluated collection of data
together with the new experimental results reported here has helped to resolve contradictions
in the available enthalpies of formation. A set of reliable thermochemical data is recommended
for  adenine  and  cytosine  for  further  thermochemical  calculations.  Quantum-chemical
calculations of the gas phase molar enthalpies of formation of adenine and cytosine have been
performed  by  using  the  G4  method  and  results  were  in  excellent  agreement  with  the
recommended experimental data. The standard molar entropies of formation and the standard
molar Gibbs functions of formation in crystal and gas state have been calculated. Experimental
vapor-pressure data measured in this work were used to estimate pure-component PC-SAFT
parameters.  This  allowed  modeling  solubility  of  adenine  and  cytosine  in  water  over  the
temperature interval 278-310 K.
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